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Short News :



Binita Thapa and
SukuMaya Tamang
hold the
responsibility of
Monitor for the
month April 2021.

 Grade 10 SEE
appearing students
attending 2 month
special class of one
of their subjects
„Math‟ from their
subject teacher Mr.
Gaurav Lama at
VFGH Home

 On 13 February ,
2021 Vistare
celebrated Maha
Shivaratri Festival at
Vistare Home with its
family.

 On 20 March, 2021,
Vistare Family
Celebrated World
Social Work Day,
and World Happiness
Day 2021.

 On 27th March,
2021, VFGH Alumni
Sujata G.C. visited
Vistare home .

 During the month of
March, 2021, Binita
Thapa, Lhakpa
Jangmu & Nga
Chhoti „s Guardian
came to visit them.
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111th International Women's Day at Vistare Foundation Girls’ Home
On 8th March, 111th International Women's day 2021 was
celebrated at Vistare Home. This year's theme is 'An equal
world is an enabled world'. It is a day dedicated to honoring
the achievements of women throughout history and all
across the globe, and is typically a day for women from all
different backgrounds and cultures to band together to fight
for gender parity and women's rights.
The moment was spent very happily by all of them present at Vistare Home. Few of
the girls showed their singing, dancing, poetry talent and all of the seniors present at
the program delivered their words on the topic Women‟s Day. The program was
marked by lighting candles, cutting cake and displaying stuff of Handicraft.
Vistare Girls attending Oxbridge International College 1 st Term
Exam Result published.
Oxbridge International Higher Secondary School Grade 11 & Grade 12 1 st Term
Exam result was published. This Year, out of 16 Vistare Girls, 8 of them are
attending the college. This year the grade sheet was not handed over the children in
presence of the guardian to avoid the mass of people due to COVID –19.
College handed over each girls their grade
sheet inside the respective classes.
However, the girls have done fairly well. In
aggregate, the girls have to focus in uplifting
their academic grades.
Holi Festival Celebrated at Vistare Home.
The Word “Holi” originates from “Holika” the evil sister of the demon king
Hiranyakashipu. Holi is a popular ancient Hindu festival, originating from the Indian
subcontinent. It is celebrated predominantly in India and Nepal, but has also spread
to other areas of Asia and parts of the Western world through the diaspora from the
Indian subcontinent. There is a saying that when love is in the air, you know it is
time to celebrate Holi.
The festival of colours - a celebration of the
vibrancy of spring, fertility, bonding and love,
Holi is the festival which revolves around
everything good and fun. Holi has always
been one of Vistare girls‟ favorite festivals.
Every year, Vistare Family celebrate Holi with
all together in Vistare Home but this year it
was little different from previous years
because of the fear of COVID –19.
However, the day was colourful, all the residential girl and duty staff played Holi with
multi-colors. Good weather, Good colours, good face and views were the best
company. At the same time, for the good memory girls captured beautiful pictures.
Holi celebration with the Vistare family was the best moments to cherish during the
fare time of COVID –19.
The festival does not recognize any bars of caste, class or
creed. Drenched in colours, everybody comes to resemble each
other losing their original self. This is the beauty of this festival.
Its uniqueness lies in the fact that this festival treats everybody
at par, all differences dissolve in the coloured water that flows in
plenty in it.

Experience as the Monitor of February 2021 - Kamala Rai
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This time my experience of being the monitor of this home for February was different and
amusing. I am very delighted to have this opportunity because I have gained a lot of
knowledge from my experience. I did my best for smooth running of home and completed my
responsibilities successfully. Although there were some difficulties sometimes, I overcame
those difficulties because I am getting good guidance from the VFGH family. The proper
guidance and training has made me strong enough to handle the responsibility of monitor.
During the entire month, I really had a great experience by maintaining smooth running of
home with full support of the VFGH management team and the Vistare family.
Experience as the Monitor of March 2021 - Teeka Rai
For the month of March 2021, I was announced as the monitor. Of course, nothing in
the world can be easy without giving it a try. As there is a saying, "It is easier to say
than to do." Therefore, it applies in it. At first, it wasn't that easy for me. It was difficult
to manage the things here and there. It was also difficult to do everything on my own.
Slowly, I learned many things getting help from the VFGH family. It was a good
experience for me. I got to learn and tackle the things with patience. It wasn't that hard
after few days passed. I just learned the things slowly and gradually. I really am
thankful to the AEF management team for providing me such an opportunity from
which I am able to know the right and wrong doings to be done.
Practical Sessions of Hotel Management Students
Three of Vistare girls named Pema Yangzi Sherpa, Kamireeta Sherpa - Grade 12 and
Pema Lhamu Sherpa from Grade 11, student of Oxbridge International Higher
Secondary School - Grade XI & XII Hotel Management Faculty attended the 4 days
Hotel Management Practical Course (XI) training during the month of March and were
offered certificates from Academy Of Culinary Arts & Hospitality Management. All the
participants grabbed a certificate for active participation and successful completion of
seven practical sessions on core areas of hotel operations held by Academy of Culinary
Arts & Hospitality Management.
Script Writing Competition - 2021
One of the girls of Vistare Foundation Girls‟ Home named Pema Lhamu Sherpa was
awarded a certificate and NRs. 500 Mobile Top Up for winning the consolation prize in
Script Writing Competition - 2021 titled Key of Life presented by Zipline Media Network
Pvt. Ltd. The competition was held from January through February 2021. She took part in
the competition with her script titled „Dreams- सपनाहरु’.
Best Specific Duty Holder of the Month February 2021 - Saraswoti Bhujel
During the month of February, I held the responsibility of the monitor of grade
10 and 11. Talking about responsibility, I always did my best. I cleaned all the
windows, rack and asked girls to clean the study room each and every day.
Everyone obeyed me and before leaving class everyday, the girls managed
books, copies, and chairs.
So, this is how I managed class room during the month of February. In upcoming days also, I will try my
best to work hard in another specific duty.
Best Specific Duty Holder of the Month March 2021 - Kamirita Sherpa
Classroom Incharge: For the month of March 2021, I was appointed the specific
duty holder as the classroom in charge of grade 12. I along with my classmates
did everything as per routine that I had made for the cleanliness of our
classroom. Overall, this month, the class was well managed and cleaned, in my
opinion. I learned a lot about class management being a classroom in charge of
the month. I was happy to hold this duty as my responsibility.
I got to learn many things during this month. I also hope to give my best as I can to do much more proper in
the coming days. I am very grateful towards the Vistare management for giving me such a great opportunity
in which I can pour all my heart and soul.
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Experience of Good Saturday Program In Charge February 2021- Kamireeta Sherpa and Sabina Rai
This month of February, we were in charges of the Good
Saturday program. All the performers did their best and were
chosen for the finale. The finalists did their best and among
them Rejina was the winner. During this month, different
motivational videos were shown to the girls and all we
learned was to lead a program.

Good Saturday Program’s Best Performer of the Month February
2021– Rejina Thapa Magar
For the month of February, 2021, I became the best performer
of the month. I was filled with happiness when Sabina and
Kamireeta announced my name. On the performance day, I
sang a song and was selected for the final. On the final day, I
sang a song titled “I‟ll stay with'' which is a motivational song.
These kinds of performances have really helped me expose
my talent and be confident. All of this was possible only
because of the love and support of the Vistare Management. I
am very helpful for their guidance, and also would like to thank
all the sisters for making this happen.

Experience of Good Saturday Program In Charge - March 2021
During the month of March 2021, we were the In charges of Good
Saturday Program. During the month, the program events were
performed by sisters as per the preset group. We conducted different
rounds in order to reach to the final round and this was possible by
voting the best three candidates every Saturday. We also got to build
up our confidence to face all the sisters. Each and every one cooperated with each other.
We were really happy to be the In charges and learnt so many new
things. All of the sisters had unique performances and we also got to
know their talent and ability. Being Good Saturday In charges, we had
to talk about the show, it was extra-ordinary. Every individual's talent
was knowledgeable and entertaining. At last, we would like to thank all
the Vistare management team for giving us such a great opportunity.
Good Saturday Program’s Best Performer of the Month March 2021– Binita Thapa
At first, I would like to express my deepest gratitude towards Vistare family for creating such a platform where we are
getting opportunity to showcase our talent every month. For the month March, I tried doing different performances.
Therefore, in the first week, I taught all the girls some sign languages that I had learnt through YouTube for a week,
which was not a piece of cake. Then I got selected and got to perform on the semi-final, too. As I am not good at
singing in mass, I eagerly wanted to improve singing. So, I took a decision to sing a song for semi- final. But I got so
nervous that I nearly messed up, but I did my best and thankfully I got selected as a finalist with other two sisters.
For my final performance, I performed slam poetry about a "Young Woman". The poem was a
reminder to whatever you are going through as woman; you have the choice to make for
yourself and how gentle and kind you are with yourself. It is also reminder to me to be kind
and to love myself.
So, I found this poem really useful and though they weren't my own
words, I really wanted to share among all the sisters and I did. When
the result was announced, my happiness knew no bounds to have
heard my name as the best performer. At last, I would also like to
thank all the sisters for appreciating my hard work by voting me.
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Handicraft Workshop & Exhibition - February 2021
In February, all the girls were involved in handicraft class which is designed three times a week 1 hour
each. VFGH Handicraft group girls presented their creative products they created during their Handicraft
class. The girls are focused in their creativity and sharpening their skills of Handicraft day by day. The
Handicraft In Charge of February was Pema Lhamu Sherpa.
She was suggested to train the entire VFGH girls during the
month to make various beautiful stuffs according to their
interests. They created wonderful stuffs by reusing the papers,
bottles and CDs. They made room decors, hangers, cards,
and so on. The program was observed by Asia education
Foundation Board Members and entire Vistare Home family.
The exhibition went well. On the day of exhibition of the
handicraft stuff, the handicraft In Charge delivered her point of
views leading the February month Handicraft activities:
Handicraft In Charge says:
Handicraft is all about planning and bringing into reality with the things that are available. It
trains our mind and hand. It is also a very potent way to enhance our creativity. As I was
the Handicraft in charge for the month of February, I learned so much from utilization of
time to utilization of papers and other materials.
Thus, we learnt so much from each other and it's
indeed a pleasure to create something new
together. Thank you Vistare Management team for
such a special opportunity to learn and hone our
skills and creativity.
Handicraft Workshop & Exhibition - March 2021
During this month of March Handicraft Incharge Chhamji Sherpa guided to
collaborate to make the paper related crafts, decorating wall hanging and table
standing items. Which was made by reusing the papers, bottles and clothes
buttons; entire girls prepared the each individual item and gave their best effort
to make it more attractive. She was suggested to train the VFGH girls in a
group of the month to make various beautiful stuffs according to their interests
and wish of their respective groups.
They created wonderful stuffs by reusing
the used papers, used bottles and CDs.
and made room decors, hangers, cards,
and so on. The program was observed by
AEF Management team and Vistare
Home family. The exhibition went well. On
the day of exhibition of the handicraft
stuff, the handicraft In Charge delivered
her point of views leading the March
month Handicraft activities:
Handicraft In Charge - Chhamji Sherpa says: Being handicraft in charge for the
month of March, 2021 was extraordinarily fun. At the beginning of the month we
discussed and thought of making only wall décor so the items that were made for
this month were all wall decorative items. Also for this month handicraft items were
made individual so the work seemed of having much more effort. Helping
everyone in making it successful was a great fun also providing them some
suggestions in making it beautiful was witty. Every individual showed great interest
in making them pretty. So, that made me feels content. All in all, I am much more
thankful for the VFGH management team for support and encouragement.
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Best Speech of the Month February - Silence is one of the sources of a great
strength. - Chhamji Sherpa
Silence isn‟t just about the absence of noise but it‟s also about getting yourself to
slow down. Chinese philosopher Lao Tzo has also said “Silence is one of the
sources of a great strength”. It is also said that it can yield more power than words. In
this loud and stressful world, people tend to discover the benefits and power of
silence. With the power of silence, we can naturally listen more and others will have
the opportunity to share more. There are a bunch of successful silent people such as
Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg and Albert Einstein.
Some of the reasons why silent people are successful are:
1. They are great planners: Silent people often need time to process
information in their heads. Thus they don‟t talk much. With the ability to
think, they make great plans.
2. They are good listeners: Silent people often let others talk first so they
receive more feedback to help them succeed.
3. They are very creative: Silent people often generate ideas when they are
alone and surprise others with their innovative ideas.
4. They choose their words carefully: Silent people tend to speak less, then
it is most likely that they choose the right word.
5. They are great observers: Silent people are likely to be adapted to the
surroundings, hence, they see and use the more next time.
6. They keep only the best people: Silent people prefer quality over
quantity and know who they should associate with.
7. They know their priorities: Silent people know where they stand and
strike to their beliefs.
8. They can gain trust easily: Silent people are often considered trustworthy as they know that some
things are better left unsaid.
9. They are self aware: Silent people know what they are looking for and seek solutions without winning.
10. They have good self control: Silent people tend to talk less, hence, it is considered a sign of self
control.
Being quiet in a loud world can be tough, but once silent people know their worth the world will change.
Their ability to think and know when to speak and also to observe is the main reason why silent people
are successful.
Best Speech of the Month March - Practical Knowledge vs. Theoretical Knowledge Pema Mingdik Gurung
"Knowledge without practice is useless. Practice without knowledge is dangerous."
Practical knowledge is the knowledge that is acquired by day-to-day hands-on
experiences. On the other hand, theoretical knowledge is gained through doing
activities. It is very much based on real-life endeavors and tasks. Moreover,
theoretical knowledge is gained by doing things or activities and applying them in
our daily life. For example, reading a manual is theoretical knowledge but when you
apply what you read in the manual in your day-to-day life, then it is called practical
knowledge. Theoretical knowledge doesn't last for long but practical knowledge
does.
Nowadays, it is common belief that people should be more concerned
about practical skills rather than theoretical ones as practical knowledge
makes you capable enough to know how things happen in the real world
and tackle the situation. Moreover, practical knowledge lasts for lifetime
and is permanent, whereas theoretical knowledge is temporary.
In this 21st century, practical knowledge has more value than theoretical
knowledge which is why many schools and colleges are conducting practical
classes. Practical knowledge is a long lasting knowledge. Albert Einstein
once stated "The only source of knowledge is experience" which is very true.
Without any experience, nothing is possible. Even if you read the instructions
written in a book, something might be missing.
Thus, once you stop learning, you start dying. And knowledge is never
ending.

Vistare Foundation Girls’ Home Girls Monthly Evaluation - February 2021
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Name: Kamala Rai
Grade : Bachelor
Position: 1st
Percentage: 90.9%

Name: Rejina Thapa
Magar
Grade : XI
Position: 2nd
Percentage: 90.1%
Name: Chhamji Sherpa
Grade : XII
Position: 3rd
Percentage: 89.5%

Name: Rejina Thapa
Magar

Vistare Foundation Girls’ Home Girls Monthly Evaluation - March 2021

Grade : XI
Position: 1st
Percentage: 86.9%

Name: Swastika Gurung
Grade : Bachelor
Position: 2nd
Percentage: 86.1%

Name: Chhamji Sherpa
Grade : XII
Position: 3rd
Percentage: 84.4%

Drawing Interpretation - February 2021

Drawing Interpretation - March 2021

“Be strong and courageous”.

“Don’t Ever Give Up”.

This painting depicts a strong woman. Our
world is made up of so many incredible
women, and so many amazing changes in
our world are being initiated by women
who recognize their importance. We,
women are very strong, confident and true
to the world. “The world needs strong
women. Women who will lift and build
others, who will love and be loved, women
who live bravely, both tender and fierce,
women of indomitable will.” – Amy Tenney

We face many obstacles and
difficulties in our day-to-day life. It's our
choice to give up or strive for success
in life. It might take you months and
years but if you give up, then you will
never know the taste of success. The
picture clearly depicts that the frog is
very optimistic and he would not fail to
live a wonderful life. It is very essential
for us to be positive in every aspect.

Sabina Rai

Lhakpa Jangmu Sherpa
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